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a b s t r a c t

Ni80Cr20/(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 dual-layer coating is deposited on SUS 430 alloy by plasma

spray for solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) interconnect application. The phase structure, area

specific resistance (ASR), andmorphology of the coating are studied. A two-cell stack is also

assembled and tested to evaluate coating performance in an actual SOFC stack. The NiCr/

LSM coating adheres well to the SUS 430 alloy after oxidation in air at 800 �C for 2800 h. The

ASR and its increasing rate of coated alloy are 25 mU cm2 and 0.0017 mU cm2/h, respec-

tively. In an actual stack test, the maximum output power density of the stack repeating

unit increases from 0.32 W cm�2 to 0.45 W cm�2 because of the application of NiCr/LSM

coating. The degradation rate of the stack repeating unit with no coating is 4.4%/100 h at a

current density of 0.36 A cm�2, whereas the stack repeating unit with NiCr/LSM coating

exhibits no degradation. Ni80Cr20/(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 dual-layer coating can remarkably

improve the thermal stability and electrical performance of metallic interconnects for

SOFCs.

Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction electrical conductivities, and ease of fabrication compared
A solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) stack is generally composed of

interconnects, sealing materials, and single cells [1]. In-

terconnects are used to provide electrical connection between

the anode of one cell and the cathode of a neighboring cell, as

well as to separate the anode side from the cathode side to

avoid contact between air and fuel. With an operating tem-

perature decreasing from 1000 �C to below 850 �C, the pref-

erence for metallic materials as interconnects for SOFC stacks

has increased because of their low-cost, excellent thermal and
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with ceramics [2,3]. However, the high electric resistivity oxide

scales formed on the surface of a metallic interconnect may

increase the contact resistance between an interconnect and

its adjacent components, thus creating a significant electrical

power loss at the electrode/interconnect interface [4]. More-

over, the volatile chromium species, such as CrO3 or CrO2

(OH)2, from metallic interconnects have a tendency to be

deposited at the triple-phase boundaries of the cathode/elec-

trolyte/gas interface, thus resulting in the rapid degradation of

the electrical properties of an SOFC cell [5e8]. Normally, a
nimte.ac.cn (W.G. Wang).
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Table 1 e The nominal composition of SUS 430 stainless
steel.

Elements/wt% Fe Cr Ni C Mn Si P

SUS 430 Bal 16.14 0.044 / 0.209 0.279 0.028

Fig. 1 e Schematic illustration of area specific resistance

measurements for coated alloy.
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reduction in interconnect oxidation rate and an inhibition of

Cr diffusion are achieved by using two methods. The first

method involves reducing the SOFC stack operating temper-

ature. However, Gindorf [9] found that lowering the operation

temperature from 900 �C to 750 �C does not result in a signif-

icant improvement in stack output performance. Thus, an

increasing number of researchers have focused on the appli-

cation of protective coatings acting as chromium diffusion

barrier and oxide scale inhibitor [10].

At present, the most commonly used protective coating

material for SOFC metallic interconnects are conductive pe-

rovskites; among which, lanthanum strontium manganite

(LSM)-based perovskite materials have been extensively

investigated because of their high electrical conductivity,

thermal compatibility, and stability in an oxidizing environ-

ment [11e13]. In general, thermal spraying, particularly

plasma spraying, is a highly flexible, cost-effective method for

producing reproducible, durable, and thick ceramic coatings

on metallic components [14e16]. Chu et al. [15] and Baik [16]

applied LSM coating on stainless steel by plasma spraying,

and the anti-oxidation ability of the substrate steel improved

to a certain extent in both experiments. However, because of

the ionic conducting nature of perovskites, the oxidation of

metallic interconnect substrates and the formation of a

chromia-rich subscalemay not be significantly prevented [10].

Furthermore, the growth of chromia-rich scales can induce

porosity at the alloy-scale interface, which can result in scale

cracking and spallation under significant growth stresses [17].

The effectiveness of the LSM layer as a protective coating

depends on the stability of the film and the adherence of the

layer on the alloy substrate [12]. Therefore, to prolong the

longevity of the LSM coating on metallic interconnects, the

adherence of the coating to substrate should be improved.

One approach to realize this condition is adding an interlayer

between the LSM coating and the metallic interconnect.

Numerous researchers have confirmed that metal and oxide

coatings thermally converted from metal or metallic layers

are promising coatings for SOFC interconnects because of

their low-cost and easy fabrication through a wide range of

techniques, such as plasma spraying and plating [18e22]. In

2011, Geng et al. [18] investigated the properties of magnetron

sputtering Ni on SOFCmetallic interconnects. They found that

the sputtered Ni coating lowers the surface oxide scale area

specific resistance (ASR) and acts as a Cr diffusion barrier

because the NiO/(Ni,Fe,Cr)3O4 scale thermally converted from

the sputtered Ni coating and Fe/Cr diffused from the steel
Table 2 e The plasma spray parameters.

Current/A Voltage/V Ar flow rate/
(L/H)

Powder feed rate/
(L/H)

600 55 1500 600
substrate. Nie et al. [19] also applied Ni coating on stainless

steel interconnects by plasma spraying and reducing the

oxidation rate of themetallic substrate successfully. However,

the Ni coatings mentioned in these previous studies have

cracks and are likely to split from the interconnect substrate

after oxidation. This phenomenonmay be ascribed to thermal

expansion coefficient (TEC) mismatch between Ni and the

metallic substrate.

Ni80Cr20 alloy bridges the gap between pure elements and

highly alloyed materials, such as Inconel 718 [23]. This alloy is

currently the focus for thermal spraying metallic coating ap-

plications [24e26]. Ni80Cr20 alloy, which has good adherence to

ceramic materials, can also be used in SOFC composite elec-

trolyte [27] and in metal/ceramic composite coatings [28]. In

the present study, plasma-sprayed Ni80Cr20/

(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 coating on SUS 430 alloy was evaluated

for planar SOFC interconnect application. The ASR of the

coated alloy was investigated at 800 �C in air. A two-cell stack

was also assembled and tested to evaluate the coating per-

formance in an actual SOFC stack.
2. Experimental

Commercial SUS 430 stainless steel with an average thickness

of 1.5 mm was used as an interconnect. The composition of

the commercial alloy is listed in Table 1. Before plasma

spraying, SUS 430 stainless steel was cut into 4 cm � 4 cm

samples. The samples were ground to 600 grits with SiC

sandpaper and cleaned in an acetone bath. The

(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3-s (LSM) power between 76 nm and
Fig. 2 e Schematic diagram of 2-cell stack structure.
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Table 3 e The 2-cell stack operation parameters.

External
load (kPa)

Working
temperature (�C)

Air flow
rate/(SLM)

H2 flow rate/
(SLM)

70 800 1.5 0.5
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125 nm was prepared via Pechini route [29]. Commercial

Ni80Cr20 powder (99.9% purity and 20 mm average particle size)

produced by the Beijing Mining and Metallurgical Research

Institute was directly used for spraying. Plasma spraying was

conducted in an Ar atmosphere with the appropriate param-

eters listed in Table 2.

The ASRs of Ni80Cr20/(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 coated and bare

samples were measured by a four-point method at 800 �C in

air, as demonstrated in Fig. 1. Each surface of the samples was
Fig. 3 e SEM images of plasma sprayed coating on SUS 430 stain

image.
covered with a silver mesh with an active area of 15 cm2. To

ensure adequate electrical contact between the samples and

the silver meshes, a constant mechanical load of 70 kPa was

applied to the through-thickness direction. In the ASR test, a

constant current of 2 A cm�2 through the samples enabled

voltage recording. The ASR of the samples could be calculated

by the following equation:

ASR ¼ U� S
2I

(1)

where I is the charging current,U is the output voltage, and S is

the active area. A factor of 2 was included to account for the

measurement of the voltage across two sides. The phase

structures andmorphologies of the sampleswere identified by

X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8 Advance) and scanning electron

microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta FEG 250), respectively.
less steel; (a) surface image, (b) cross section image, (c) EDS
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Fig. 4 e ASRs versus time for bare steel and SUS 430

stainless steel with NiCr/LSM coating at 800 �C in air.
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A two-cell stack was assembled to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the interconnect with NiCr/LSM coating in an actual

stack according to the structure shown in Fig. 2. The stack

comprised three pieces of SUS 430 interconnects (designated

as interconnects A, B, and C) and two pieces of SOFC cells

(designated as cells A and B), in which the size of the inter-

connect and the cell is 10 cm � 10 cm. The cells used in the

stack were typical Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM anode-supported SOFCs

with an active area of 63 cm2. These cells were manufactured

by the Ningbo Institute of Material Technology and Engi-

neering, China. All cells were screen printed. A 100 mm thick

LSM served as the cathode current collecting layer, whereas a

100 mm thick NiO acted as the anode current collecting layer.

Interconnects A and B were uncoated, and interconnect C was

coated with dual-layer NiCr/LSM. Cell A, together with in-

terconnects A and B, was designated as stack repeating unit 1.

Cell B, along with interconnects B and C, was designated as

stack repeating unit 2. After assembly, the stack was placed in

a furnace and heated to 800 �C. Then, it was tested with pure

H2 as fuel and air as cathode gas. The stack operation
Fig. 5 e SEM surface images of (a) coated SUS 430 stainless s
parameters are listed in Table 3. The effect of Ni80Cr20/

(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 interconnect coating on stack perfor-

mance was analyzed using the corresponding IeV and VeT

curves.
3. Results and discussion

The morphologies of the sprayed NiCr/LSM coating before

oxidation were observed via SEM, as shown in Fig. 3. The

surface (Fig. 3a) and cross-section (Fig. 3b) images showed that

the sprayed NiCr/LSM layer was continuous with a uniform

thickness of approximately 50 mm, and bonded well to the

alloy substrate. The cracks on the surface of the coating layer

might be caused by the shrinkage of the thin film during the

cooling stage after the plasma spraying process. The energy

dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometry line scan of the coating

cross section (Fig. 3a) indicated that small quantities of chro-

mia exited in the NiCr layer. This phenomenon might have

occurred during the spraying process.

In general, when oxides are formed on the surface of alloys,

the ASR can be obtained by the following equation [3]:

ASR ¼ r$c ¼ r$
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2Kt
p

(2)

where r is the resistivity of the oxides formed on the surface,X

is the thickness of the oxides, and K is the scaling constant.

The ASRs of the bare alloy and the alloy with NiCr/LSM

coating after oxidation in air at 800 �C for 2800 h are shown in

Fig. 4. As shown in the figure, the initial ASR value of the un-

coated SUS 430 alloy was 10 mU cm2, and this value increased

over time to approximately 42 mU cm2 after oxidation. The

ASR value of the uncoated SUS 430 alloy increased rapidly

during the initial stage as a result of the increasing thickness

of the oxide scale. The resistance value became stable with

increasing duration, thus describing a parabolic growth. The

thickness of the oxide scale increased at a parabolic rate, and

the alloy oxidation process followed the kinetics described in

Equation (2). By contrast, the ASR of the alloy with NiCr/LSM

coating decreased sharply at the initial stage because of the

improvement of interface bonding between the NiCr/LSM
teel and (b) bare steel after holding at 800 �C for 2800 h.
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Fig. 6 e Cross-section SEM images of (a) bare SUS 430 and

(b) SUS 430 with NiCr/LSM coating after oxidation at 800 �C
for 2800 h in air.

Fig. 7 e XRD patterns of (a) coated alloy and (b) bare alloy

after holding at 800 �C for 2800 h.
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layer and the substrate alloy. After oxidation at 800 �C for

2800 h, the ASR of SUS 430 alloy with NiCr/LSM coating was

approximately 25 mU cm2, which was 40% lower than that of

the bare alloy. Moreover, the ASR increasing rate of the coated

alloy was more stable, which demonstrates a linear

characteristic.

At present, the target durability required for the metallic

interconnect for SOFC includes an operating time of 40,000 h

and an ASR value below 100 mU cm2 [3]. From the linear fit

results in Fig. 8, the ASR increasing rate of SUS 430 alloy with

NiCr/LSM coatingwas 0.0017mU cm2/h. The ASR of the coated

alloy was estimated to be 90 mU cm2 after oxidizing at 800 �C
for 40,000 h. Thus, preliminary results suggested that the
NiCr/LSM coating could reduce the high temperature ASR of

SUS 430 alloy for SOFC interconnect application.

The surfacemorphologies of the samples after oxidation at

800 �C for 2800 h are illustrated in Fig. 5. Numerous irregularly

shaped grains formed on the bare alloy after oxidation. The

NiCr/LSM coating on the alloy surface was uniform. However,

a number of macro cracks were observed on the surface of the

LSM coating. These cracks were caused by thin film shrinkage

during the plasma spraying process and did not go through

the entire dual layer after oxidation. The cross-section struc-

ture of the coating was also observed by SEM. As shown in

Fig. 6, the thickness of the oxide scale formed on the coated

SUS 430 alloy was approximately 8.3 mm. This scale was

thinner than the scale formed on the bare alloy (approxi-

mately 14 mm), thus indicating that the NiCr/LSM coating

could significantly reduce the growth rate of the scale formed

on the alloy surface.

In general, the electrical conductivity of metallic in-

terconnects depends more on the electrical conductivity of

the oxide scale that formed on the surface after oxidation than

the metal itself [4]. As shown in Fig. 6a, the scale thickness of

the bare SUS 430 alloy after oxidationwas significantly greater

than that of the alloy with NiCr/LSM coating. The conductivity

of NiCr/LSM coating was higher than that of Cr-rich oxide;

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.10.094
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Fig. 8 e Cross-section EDX line scans of SUS 430 stainless steel with NiCr/LSM coating after oxidation at 800 �C for 2800 h in

air.
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Fig. 9 e Cross-section elemental distribution of the NiCr/LSM coated SUS 430 alloy after oxidation at 800 �C for 2800 h in air.
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thus, the coated alloy had a lower high-temperature ASR,

which coincides with the results demonstrated in Fig. 4.

The phase structures of the oxide scales formed on the

samples after oxidation were identified using XRD, and the

results are shown in Fig. 7. The oxides formed on the bare

alloy mainly comprised Cr2O3 and MnCr2O4. By contrast, the

oxides including NiO, (Ni,Cr,Mn)3O4, and Cr2O3 were thermally

developed on the alloy with NiCr/LSM coating. The oxide

structure formed on the NiCr/LSM coated alloy was different

from that formed on the uncoated alloy. A signature of the

FeeCreNi austenitic region was also detected. In general,

NieCr-base austenitic alloys demonstrate a higher TEC than

body-centered cubic ferritic stainless steel, which typically

have a TEC of 13.0e14.9 � 10�6 K�1 [30]. Thus, crack formation

or crack propagation may occur during oxidation because of

TEC mismatch. In contrast to what is expected, the austenitic

phase did not cause spallation or other thermo-mechanical
issues during isothermal oxidation and the cooldown pro-

cesses of the specimens.

The SEM cross sections with an element line scan of the

SUS 430 alloy with NiCr/LSM coating after oxidation are pre-

sented in Fig. 8. As shown in the figure, the internal oxidation

zone was mainly located in the NiCr layer, and insignificant

quantities of Fe had diffused into the NiCr layer. Combined

with the cross-section image of the as-sprayed coating

(Fig. 3b), the location of chromia particles in Fig. 3b seemed to

correspond to the location of the chromia scale after the

degradation test (Fig. 6b). The original chromia particles in the

as-sprayed NiCr layer could serve as active sites for oxidation.

According to the XRD results in Fig. 7, Fe diffused from the SUS

430 substrate to the NiCr layer and formed a FeeCreNi

austenitic region. The slow diffusion of Cr in the austenitic

region reduced the growth rate of the chromia scale, and thus,

was beneficial to electrical performance [23].
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Fig. 10 e IeV curves and degradation curves of Unit cells:

(a) IeV curves and (b) degradation curves.
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The cross-section details of the NiCr/LSM-coated alloywith

element distribution are shown in Fig. 9. The oxide scale on

the alloy with NiCr/LSM coating comprised a dual-layer oxide

structure with an outer layer of Ni-rich oxide and an inner

layer of Cr-rich oxide. From the combined results of XRD

(Fig. 7) and EDX (Fig. 8), the outer layer was found to be NiO,

whereas the inner layer was mainly Cr2O3. The Cr-rich oxide

appeared immediately below the NiO scale, thus showing that

Cr2O3 was thermodynamically more stable than NiO, and that

NiO and Cr2O3 were insoluble. Several degrees of porosity

(Fig. 9) existed in the interface between the NiO and Cr2O3

scales. This varying porosity most likely occurred because of

the TEC mismatch between the two scales [31]. However, the

outer layer seemed to exhibit improved scale adhesion to the

LSM layer.

A small amount of (Ni, Cr, Mn)3O4 spinels were found

beneath the NiO layer. These spinels could inhibit the evap-

oration and out-diffusion of Cr. Therefore, the plasma-

sprayed Ni80Cr20/(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 dual-layer coating

exhibited good adherence to SUS 430 stainless steel at SOFC

working temperatures and also acted as a Cr diffusion barrier.

The IeV curves and the degradation results of a two-cell

stack at 800 �C are shown in Fig. 10. The average open circuit

voltages of stack repeating units 1 and 2weremore than 1.15 V

(Fig. 10a), thus indicating good sealing performance in the
stack. The maximum output current and power density of

stack repeating unit 2were 38 A and 0.45W cm�2, respectively.

The maximum output power density of stack repeating unit 1

was only 0.32W cm�2, whichwas 0.13W cm�2 lower than that

of stack repeating unit 2. These results indicated that NiCr/

LSM coating could effectively improve SOFC stack output

performance. After each IeV test curve was collected, the

stack was discharged at a 20 A (0.36 A cm�2) constant current

with a fuel utilization of approximately 87%. As shown in

Fig. 10b, the degradation of stack repeating unit 1 after oper-

ating for 140 h reached 6.5%, whereas stack repeating unit 2

exhibited no degradation. From the combined results of the

ASR test, the degradation of stack repeating unit 1 was derived

from the scale growth on the bare SUS 430 surface, which

increased contact resistance between the interconnect and

the cathode. By contrast, stack repeating unit 2 was estimated

to have a much lower contact resistance at the cathode side

because of the improved anti-oxidation ability of NiCr/LSM-

coated interconnects, and the similar nature of the cathode

material and the outer LSM layer of coating. By considering

these results, the Ni80Cr20/(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 dual-layer

coating reduced the oxidation rate of SUS 430 stainless steel

used in SOFC interconnects and inhibited Cr out-migration

from the steel substrate. During the SOFC operation, the

Ni80Cr20/(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3-coated interconnect improved

stack output performance and durability, thus prolonging the

service life of the SOFC.
4. Conclusions

Ni80Cr20/(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 dual-layer coating was plasma

sprayed on SUS 430 alloy for intermediate SOFC interconnect

application. The coating adhered well to the SUS 430 alloy

before and after oxidation. The ASR value of the coated alloy

was 25 mU cm2 after oxidation at 800 �C in the air for 2800 h,

which was 39% lower than that of bare alloy. The NiO/(Ni, Cr,

Mn)3O4/Cr2O3 scale structure could effectively inhibit Cr out-

migration.

In the actual stack test, the maximum output power den-

sity of the stack unit increased from 0.32 W cm�2 to

0.45 W cm�2 because of the application of NiCr/LSM coating.

The degradation rate of the stack unit without coating was

4.4%/100 h at a current of 20 A, whereas the stack unit with

NiCr/LSM coating exhibited no degradation. These results

indicated that Ni80Cr20/(La0.75Sr0.25)0.95MnO3 dual-layer

coating was remarkable as a protective coating for SOFC

metallic interconnects.
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